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POLE ACCESSORIES

4SQ-SP-D 5SQ-SP-D SP-TR-D

WM-SP-D 4SQR-SP-D 5SQR-SP-D

Dark Bronze Finish

Mount inside of 4” square 
pole. Furnished with four 5/16” 
hex head stainless-steel bolts. 
Vertical tenon measures 2-3/8” 
O.D., and is made of steel 
tubing. Fixtures mounted to this 
bracket can be adjusted both 
vertically and horizontally.

Dark Bronze Finish

Mount inside of 5” square 
pole. Furnished with four 5/16” 
hex head stainless-steel bolts. 
Vertical tenon measures 2-3/8” 
O.D., and is made of steel 
tubing. Fixtures mounted to this 
bracket can be adjusted both 
vertically and horizontally. 

Dark Bronze Finish

The 2-3/8” OD Tenon Mount 
Adaptor for Yoke Fixtures is 
designed to mount light fixtures 
that are equipped with a yoke 
mount onto a 2-3/8” OD tenon. 

Dark Bronze Finish

The 90˚ wall mount bracket 
with 2-3/8” tenon can attach to 
almost any surface: wall, roof, 
or wood pole. Provides wiring 
access and a built-in 2-3/8” 
O.D. tenon to mount a fixture 
with our adjustable slipfitter. 
Suggested 3/8” diameter bolts
for mounting. Mounting holes 
are spaced 3-1/4” apart.

Dark Bronze Finish

Used with round, non-tapered 
steel and aluminum poles. 
Furnished with three 3/8” 
hex head stainless-steel bolts. 
Vertical tenon measures 2-3/8”
O.D., and is made of steel 
tubing. Fixtures mounted to this 
bracket can be adjusted both 
vertically and horizontally.

Dark Bronze Finish

Used with round, non-tapered 
steel and aluminum poles. 
Furnished with three 3/8” 
hex head stainless-steel bolts. 
Vertical tenon measures 2-3/8”
O.D., and is made of steel 
tubing. Fixtures mounted to this 
bracket can be adjusted both 
vertically and horizontally.
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R60-SP3-120-D R60-SP4-90-D SQ-SP-D

R60-SP2-90-D R60-SP2-180-D R60-SP3-90-D
Dark Bronze Finish

The Bracket is designed to 
mount over 2-3/8” (60mm) 
O.D. vertical tenon. Two fixtures 
can be mounted to the Round 
External Mount Horizontal
Tenon and adjusted horizontally.

Dark Bronze Finish

The Bracket is designed to 
mount over 2-3/8” (60mm) 
O.D. vertical tenon. Two fixtures 
can be mounted to the Round 
External Mount Horizontal Tenon 
and adjusted horizontally.

Dark Bronze Finish

The Bracket is designed to mount 
over 2-3/8” (60mm) O.D. 
vertical tenon. Three fixtures 
can be mounted to the Round 
External Mount Horizontal Tenon 
and adjusted horizontally.

Dark Bronze Finish

The Bracket is designed to mount 
over 2-3/8” (60mm) O.D. 
vertical tenon. Three fixtures 
can be mounted to the Round 
External Mount Horizontal
Tenon and adjusted horizontally.

Dark Bronze Finish

The Bracket is designed to 
mount over 2-3/8” (60mm) 
O.D. vertical tenon. Four fixtures 
can be mounted to the Round 
External Mount Horizontal Tenon 
and adjusted horizontally

Dark Bronze Finish

2-3/8” OD Horizontal Tenon 
Mid-Pole Bracket is
designed to mount light fixture 
that is equipped with a
adjustable slipfitter onto a 
2-3/8” OD horizontal tenon.
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TECTV3BZ180 TXFTB490

TECTV2BZ TECTV3BZ
Dark Bronze Finish

The bottom portion of this 
bracket has a 2 1/2 inch inside 
diameter allowing it to slip fit 
over any 2 3/8 inch tenon 
regardless of the shape of the 
pole. Each tenon on top has a 
2 3/8 inch outside diameter 
allowing any light fixture with a 
standard 2 3/8 inch slip fitter to 
slide over it.

Dark Bronze Finish

The bottom portion of this 
bracket has a 2 1/2 inch inside 
diameter allowing it to slip fit 
over any 2 3/8 inch tenon 
regardless of the shape of the 
pole. Each tenon on top has a 
2 3/8 inch outside diameter 
allowing any light fixture with a 
standard 2 3/8 inch slip fitter to 
slide over.

Dark Bronze Finish

The bottom portion of this 
bracket has a 2 1/2 inch inside 
diameter allowing it to slip fit 
over any 2 3/8 inch tenon 
regardless of the shape of the 
pole. Each tenon provided on 
top has a 2 3/8 inch outside 
diameter allowing any light 
fixture with a standard 2 3/8 
inch slip fitter to slide over.

Dark Bronze Finish

The bottom portion of this 
bracket is 2.75 inch in diameter 
(inside diameter) allowing it 
to slip fit over any 2-3/8 inch 
tenon regardless of the shape of 
the pole. Each tenon provided 
on top is 2-3/8 inches in outside 
diameter allowing any light 
fixture with a standard 2-3/8 
inch slip fitter to slide over.


